National Museum of African American History & Culture

Federal Government Committee
Washington, D.C. Trip
March 1-3, 2017
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Wednesday, March 1, 2017
Arrive in D.C.

Taxi to Hyatt Regency Capitol Hill
400 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C., USA 20001

12:00pm Congressman Todd Rokita
2439 Rayburn Office Building
Capitol Hill

1:30pm Debbie Hohlt – Representing Purdue & Indiana in Washington
1455 Pennsylvania Ave., NW Suite 1200
Washington, D.C. 20004

3:00pm National Museum of African American History & Culture
14th St and Constitution Ave, NW (Enter off of Constitution)
Washington, DC 20001

6:00pm* Old Ebbitt Grill – Cabinet Room
675 15th Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
Congressman Todd Rokita & Staff
*6:00pm Cocktails & hors d’oeuvres, 6:45pm Dinner
Thursday, March 2, 2017
9:30am C-SPAN & Brian Lamb
400 N. Capitol Street NW, Suite 650
Washington, D.C. 20001

11:00am Senator Joe Donnelly
Dirksen G-11
Capitol Hill

12:00pm Senator Todd Young
Dirksen G-11
Capitol Hill

3:00pm International Economic Development Council
734 15th St NW, Suite 900,
Washington, D.C.
6:00pm* Dinner – Woodward Table

Greater Lafayette Commerce | 337 Columbia Street | Lafayette, IN 47901
(765) 742-4044 | www.GreaterLafayetteCommerce.com

1426 H St NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
*6:00pm Cocktails, 6:30pm Dinner
A special thanks to our sponsor.

Friday, March 3, 2016
8:30am U.S. Chamber of Commerce
1615 H St NW
Washington, D.C. 20062

10:00am AMTRAK – Union Station
60 Massachusetts Ave NE
Washington, DC

Lunch on your own

Depart Washington, D.C.

A Special Thank You to Vicki Burch, Purdue Federal Credit Union, Wabash National and Old National Bank for their
support.

and Vicki Burch!
Greater Lafayette Commerce | 337 Columbia Street | Lafayette, IN 47901
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Greater Lafayette Commerce
Indiana

Friday, March 3, 2017
8:30 – 9:30 a.m.
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
3M/RJR Conference Room

8:30 – 8:35 a.m.

Welcome & Introductions
Meredith French
Senior Director, Political Affairs and Federation Relations

8:35 – 8:50 a.m.

Transportation and Infrastructure Policy Update
Ed Mortimer
Executive Director, Transportation Infrastructure

8:50 – 9:10 a.m.

Immigration Policy Update
Jon Baselice
Director, Immigration Policy

9:10 – 9:30 a.m.

Trade Policy Update
Christopher Wenk
Executive Director, International Policy

Regulatory Burden 2017
GLC Chamber Position Paper

We need action to reduce the regulatory burden on businesses in the
Greater Lafayette area.
Greater Lafayette’s business and industry needs a regulatory environment that will foster growth and
allow existing businesses to continue to thrive.

Importance of Free and Fair Trade:
Greater Lafayette Commerce supports free and fair trade which benefit businesses of all sizes as well as
consumers. According to a 2015 study from the Business Roundtable 1, more than 1 in 5 Indiana jobs
(812,600) are supported by international trade – including imports and exports. Free Trade
Agreements help increase export growth in Indiana. In 2014, $20.4 billion of Indiana’s good exports
(53 percent) went to free trade agreement partners. Imports lower raw material and input costs which
help Indiana companies remain competitive in global markets and can increase choice for Indiana
consumers with reductions in the cost of products. Greater Lafayette Commerce supports trade
agreements which support future economic growth and jobs for Indiana.

Reformation of the Tax Code:
Manufacturers encourage action to restructure the U.S. tax code, including lowering the U.S. corporate
tax rate (the highest of any developed country at 35 percent). Greater Lafayette Commerce supports a
tax code that will create a competitive structure for businesses of all sizes and create support for
growth of American jobs, investment and manufacturing.

1

http://businessroundtable.org/site/default/files/state-data-intl-trade/BRT_TRADE_2015_Indiana.pdf

Reconsideration or Repeal of Environmental Regulations:
Industry and manufacturers encourage close scrutiny and encourage repeal or reconsideration of
environmental regulations that may slow growth for the nation and Indiana. With regard to electric
generation, Congress should take an “all of the above” approach to ensure electric providers continue
having a diverse energy portfolio that includes coal, natural gas, renewables and nuclear. The U.S.
EPA has finalized the Clean Power Plan, limiting CO2 emissions for the electric power sector for the
first time in history. The Clean Power Plan, as well as other EPA rulemakings for ozone, Waters of
the U.S. and coal ash have the potential to be a drag on the business community and our economy by
ultimately raising the price of electricity and will result in closing many coal-fired generating
facilities. Congress needs to ensure these environmental regulations are reasonable, cost-effective and
timed so as not to threaten our economic growth. Congress should further policies that establish a
clear, orderly and scientifically-based path to lower emitting generation that has a reasonable impact
on businesses, but provide a cleaner environment.

Nominate and Confirm Ex-Im Bank Board Members:
While industry applauded reauthorization of the U.S. Export-Import Bank one year ago, it still only has 2
of 5 board members – preventing the board from approving loans and guarantees above $10 million.
Currently, over $30 billion in U.S. sales are stalled awaiting approval from the Ex-Im Bank Board.
GE Aviation, which has a large, advanced jet engine factory in Lafayette, generates more than twothirds of its commercial engine sales from international sales with many customers dependent upon
the credit assistance provided by the Ex-Im Bank. Greater Lafayette Commerce urges the U.S.
Senate and the White House to nominate and confirm new members to the Ex-Im Bank Board.

Address Skills Gap to Support Advanced Manufacturing:
Manufacturers are concerned about addressing the middle skills gap for employees who require
specialized, highly technical post-secondary education that does not require a four year degree.
Indiana received the “Ready to Work” grant from the Department of Labor and continues to study
state-based initiatives to prepare students for advanced manufacturing. Manufacturers believe
additional funding at the federal level to support internship and work study programs for secondary
and post-secondary education will help address of the needs of both students and manufacturers.

Repeal “Cadillac Tax”:
As plans to implement a repeal and replacement of the Affordable Care Act are considered, manufacturers
encourage continued focus on the permanent repeal of the so-called “Cadillac Tax” on employer
health plans. Manufacturers believe employers are best suited to identify the most appropriate
healthcare coverage for its employees. Any tax which places a burden on employers who provide
excellent healthcare coverage for its employees is likely to add undesirable cost-shifting to employees
and will add unnecessary burdens to employers’ ability to attract and retain employees with the skills
required in advanced manufacturing.

Financial Services Legislative and Regulatory Concerns:
The financial services industry has experienced a massive amount of regulatory burden since the financial
crisis of 2009. The load of legislation has primarily been added to prevent that situation from
happening again but many of the actual regulations that our industry needs to follow today have little

impact on the future stability of the industry and in many ways actually make our organizations less
efficient. Additional operational staff and additional expense in audit functions add up to additional
overhead that our customers ultimately pay for.
Based on early indications from the new Administration and Congress, regulatory relief for financial
institutions could happen in 2017. We have listed several areas of focus below that the financial
institutions in the Greater Lafayette area would be interested in seeing addressed in 2017.

CFPB:
The CFPB was created with the Dodd-Frank act and has grown to an enormous government regulatory
body with apparently endless resources and equal reach in the industry. While our industry clearly
believes that a consumer friendly industry is good for all of us, this regulatory agency is creating
many regulations that require significant resources to comply. Our request: reign in the focus of this
regulatory agency through changes to the Dodd-Frank act, replace the single director with a 5 person
board and allow Congress to have some oversight of this agency.

Housing Finance:
The government sponsored entities (GSE) ran into significant financial issues in 2009 and the Federal
government stepped in and took control. The financial services industry needs a healthy, solid
housing conduit to the investment marketplace to make loans to individuals every day for their
housing needs. The current process has added several layers of complexity and risk avoidance in
hopes of avoiding a housing finance crisis in the future. However, it is not clear whether these risk
management tactics are effective but they have driven up the cost to borrowers and have significantly
reduced processing efficiency which drives up cost for financial institutions. Our request: Get all of
the government controlled housing finance organizations lined up with a common long-term structure
with appropriate risk management principles.

Durbin Amendment/Dodd-Frank:
The Dodd-Frank Act was created to stabilize the financial services industry and to create a number of
structural changes to the industry in hopes of eliminating future crises in our industry. We can argue
that some of the changes in 20,000 page Dodd-Frank Act might actually be worthwhile to our
industry but many elements were thrown in to this sweeping legislation that have no connection to the
future stability of our industry. Our request: we would like to see a complete review of the articles
within Dodd-Frank, including the arbitrary regulatory thresholds of $10B and $50B, to determine if
the regulations enacted have actually reduced risk in the industry or simply created more regulations
to follow which creates inefficiencies in the industry. Along with this review we request serious
consideration of the repeal of the Durbin Amendment. This amendment created an enormous amount
of change to our industry, reduced income significantly due to government price controls and gave
the merchants increased profitability. The merchants promised Congress that these increased profits
would be shared with consumers but many research projects have proven otherwise. During this
same time, financial institutions have had to deal with significant fraud expense on plastic cards used
at merchant terminals with reduced income to pay for this fraud.

Fiduciary/DOL Rule:
The Department of Labor introduced a new rule on the role of fiduciaries. This new legislation has
caused many industry organizations to significantly change the way we approach consulting with our
customers and will have a significant impact on the industry. The executive order has placed this
regulatory change on hold and we would appreciate a long-term view on the role of a fiduciary from a
regulatory body that is more relevant to our business. Our request: the department of labor is not the
appropriate regulatory body to address issues of a fiduciary role in financial institutions. Put this
topic in the hands of the SEC or other financial industry specialists to determine what the problem is
that we are trying to solve and create meaningful changes to address the identified problem.

DOL Rule on Mortgage Originators:
Soon after the financial crisis in 2009 the DOL added a rule that singled out mortgage originators and
their status as non-exempt employees. The DOL has always had clear guidance on exempt status and
it is customary in our industry for this important position to be exempt from overtime rules as they are
typically paid a variable commission based on their workload. There are enough checks and balances
in the mortgage finance industry today that we believe this additional regulation is completely
unnecessary and adds expense to our organizations as we have to pay overtime to a variable
commission employee. You won’t find this mismatch in any other industry. Our request: eliminate
the DOL rule on mortgage originators for financial institutions completely.

Merchant Data Breaches:
Fraud expense was at an industry high in 2016 and we continue to see merchant data breaches behind
much of that fraud. When a merchant breach occurs and valuable credit and debit card information is
stolen, financial institutions bear the expense with very little liability on the merchant. The financial
institutions need to assess the risk management situation on each breach, pay the losses for the
fraudulent transactions and deal with the operational expense of re-issuing new cards for our
customers. This is all very expensive for issuing financial institutions. Our request: Financial
institutions are held to extremely high standards in the protection of our customer data. We ask that
the merchants be held to the same standards of data protection and that legislation be passed that
requires merchants to reimburse financial institutions for expenses and losses caused by their breach.

Anti-Money Laundering/BSA:
Financial institutions have a major responsibility in the data gathering and monitoring of potential
criminals. While we certainly want to fight terrorism and crime in our country and in our community,
we are expected to have staff and systems qualified in investigative work to identify potential
criminal or terrorist activities. This has become one of the highest priorities of our state and federal
examiners and we have therefore been forced to staff and support this area to address this
examination priority at great expense. There is a risk management mismatch on this item as well.
AML and BSA have very little operational risk to a financial institution overall but we need to place
resources on this program to avoid significant compliance risk. Our request: Direct regulatory bodies
to reduce the priority of AML/BSA. Financial institutions will continue to make a best effort
approach but reduce the fines, penalties and expectations. This program is not our largest risk yet our
regulatory agencies treat it as such.

Crossroads Infrastructure 2017
Greater Lafayette Commerce Position Paper
We need Federal and State Cooperation to Continue Interstate 65
Improvements:
Greater Lafayette’s business and industry needs a
modern infrastructure in order to ship its products as
well as a means for employees to access jobs
throughout Tippecanoe County.
The current sections of four-lane roadways from
Lebanon to Lafayette and Lafayette to Merrillville
are antiquated and impede the timely movement of
commerce. Studies show daily vehicle hours of
delay to be 16,407 (more than 6 million hours of
delay annually).
Having bottlenecks and congestion is dangerous and
bad for Indiana’s pocketbooks. Six lanes from
Chicago to Indianapolis will eliminate more than
500 annual accidents. Savings on vehicle operation,
accident reduction and lower emissions will amount
to nearly $900 million annually.
Transportation expert’s project truck and auto volumes to increase over the next decade. The current infrastructure
cannot handle that increase. Transportation companies will find alternate routes, robbing Indiana of potential
revenue and new job creation. We need to move this major national artery fully into the 21st Century.
Proposed added travel lanes will amount in a $1.4 billion economic benefit to the region.
State legislation is being proposed to increase the state’s gas tax for the first time in 20 years to close Indiana’s
road funding gap. While we do not welcome increases in the cost of doing business, we believe that the time
has come for this incremental increase. Legislation is also proposed to shift sales tax on gasoline to road
funding, adding additional user fees for electric vehicles and exploring tolls on existing/improved interstates.
Greater Lafayette Commerce asks Congressman Rokita, Senator Donnelley and Senator Young to:
•

Enact a sustainable funding source that replenishes the transportation and transit trust funds. If we allow
funds to fall below safe levels (as shown in the following CBO chart), there will be no funds to complete
important projects like I-65.
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We need Federal and State Cooperation to Strengthen Indiana’s Rail
Infrastructure:
We need public and private support to reduce bottlenecks on freight/passenger rail lines between Indianapolis and
Chicago. CSX Railroad projects freight tonnage to increase on a single-track infrastructure that, in places,
lacks signaling, passing sidings, and the ability for increased speed.
The new (PRIIA) Hoosier State passenger train service has been hailed nationally as a viable public/private
partnership for improving rail travel while effectively growing public support. Ridership has increased in the
past year and customer satisfaction metrics place it among the best trains in the Amtrak system. However, an
aging route infrastructure prevents reductions in trip time. We need Federal support to foster cooperation
between CSX, Amtrak, and Indiana’s Department of Transportation to improve this important transportation
artery.
In addition to our growing inter-city passenger rail, there have been discussions regarding the viability of limited
commuter rail between Indianapolis and Lafayette. The purpose is to alleviate road congestion and provide
affordable and reliable access to employment in Greater Lafayette. We will formally approach INDOT to
determine the feasibility of this transportation model.
Greater Lafayette Commerce asks Congressman Rokita, Senator Donnelley and Senator Young to:
•

Continue funding FAST Act 2015: Federal-State partnership for state of good repair
2

•

Continue support of 2008 PRIIA legislation

•

Include passenger and freight rail improvement (capacity and faster running time) in upcoming federal
infrastructure legislation

We need Cooperation to address Public Transportation Expansion:
The continued Federal funding of public transportation is essential in the Greater Lafayette community.
Thousands of people ride CityBus on a daily basis to get to work, school, or to access healthcare. The many
employers who use temporary help rely on CityBus to deliver their workforce. Without public transportation,
the labor shortage in the Greater Lafayette community would be amplified driving wages higher in order to
compete for workers. Public transportation connects Purdue students to retailers throughout the area.
Without CityBus, students will increasingly rely on internet purchases, thus hurting local businesses.
Greater Lafayette Commerce asks Congressman Rokita, Senator Donnelley and Senator Young to:
•

Renew the alternative fuel tax credit. This tax credit helps CityBus provide affordable transportation to
the community as well as helping to maintain air quality standards.

•

Eliminate the requirement to conduct an environmental study to erect a pre-fab passenger shelter. Each
location would require a 6 to 12 month study under the NEPA requirements. Average cost of a shelter
and construction is approximately $10,000. If the NEPA study is required, the cost raises another $4,000
to $5,000 per location.

•

Rein in Federal Transit Administration’s burdensome rules that have no legal foundation. Two examples;
o

“Shortfall Analysis” if Disadvantaged Business Enterprise goals are not met

o

ADA rules based on staff interpretation and not law

We need Continued Support for Lafayette-West Lafayette Riverfront
Development:
The Wabash River Corridor is one of the most dominant natural features of Indiana and one of the most
significant and celebrated rivers of North America. Local planning efforts have identified Wabash River
Corridor enhancement as the top multi-jurisdictional, long term development objective in recognition of its
role as a catalyst for sustainable economic growth and enhancement of quality of life for the community.
Successful, sustainable achievement of this goal can only be attained through first maintaining and improving the
green infrastructure (the corridor physical environment and ecosystem), which serves as the foundation for the
built enhanced corridor. Restoration of the Wabash River Corridor’s ecosystem consisting of restoring the
Wabash River channel, stabilization of its banks, establishing a safe, natural, and accessible river’s edge, and
preserving and conserving riparian wetlands and flood plain will insure that wildlife habitat, water quality,
and flood risk reduction issues are addressed and able to sustain enhancement of the corridor.
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The physical and historical characteristics of the Wabash River Corridor, if developed appropriately, can provide
our community and the State of Indiana with immense opportunities to attract 21st century enterprises.
Knowledge-based high-technology businesses/industries, like those that the corridor could attract, and their
workforces place a high value on a community’s quality of life. Unique cultural and recreational features
built around a sound, sustainable environment contribute to the quality of life that those businesses and
industries seek when making employment and site location decisions. These objectives address national
ecosystem restoration and economic development goals. Greater Lafayette Commerce supports the Wabash
River Enhancement Corporation (WREC), created and led by the three local governments and Purdue
University, in advocating for Wabash River Corridor improvements.
The Wabash River Enhancement Corporation, and its community partners, have completed extensive
comprehensive corridor master planning work. This includes working with the US Army Corps of Engineers
to conduct a Wabash River (WR) hydraulic study, a WR Reconnaissance Study, and provide support for the
local corridor master plan effort; acquired 23+ corridor proper ties to date in support of the master plan;
conducted environmental assessment/remediation as needed. The Corporation has transitioned into the project
development phase completing schematic design and engineering for two of the three urban riverfront
reaches, and initiated the first development project – construction of an elevated walkway, the Riverside
Promenade. The project has reached the point where planning to address green infrastructure components
outlined in paragraph two above must be done so that the project may proceed to development based on
sustainable green infrastructure design and engineering.
Greater Lafayette Commerce asks Congressman Rokita, Senator Donnelley and Senator Young to:

•

Pursue authorization of the Wabash River Corridor Enhancement project within the programs of the 2014
WRRDA Law, and support said authority.

•

Enable local resources invested in the project to serve as local match in future COE led corridor projects
and, position the project to be eligible for COE funding now.
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Immigration Reform
Greater Lafayette is a destination for global talent, and represents a unique cross section of the
immigration challenge facing the nation. Over 9,000 of the best and brightest students come to Purdue
University from all over the world, roughly 25% of enrollment at Purdue. Nearly 55% of our
manufacturing and high tech workforce in Greater Lafayette, representing nearly 9,000 American
families, work for international companies. And our Latino population is expected to rise by 33% or
5,000 people by 2020. Getting immigration right is critical for our community’s success. Greater
Lafayette Commerce supports an immigration plan that includes increased pathways for innovation and
entrepreneurship, investment and job creation in the United States and creating a pathway to
citizenship while securing our borders and keeping American safe.
Currently, over 9,000 students come to Purdue University from around the world. Many of these
international students come to study in Science, Technology, Engineering, Agriculture and Math
(STEAgM) fields. According to the National Science Foundation, in 2010 some 60 percent of foreign
students in the U.S. were enrolled in science and engineering compared to only 14 percent of the native‐
born population. Through efforts in the university and the community, students have great
opportunities to test ideas, develop technology and seek a supportive business environment in Greater
Lafayette. Upon completion of study, though, many students must return home despite their desire to
find employment in the U.S. Outside of H1-B and Optional Practical Training (OPT), which are both
temporary, there is not a class-to-career track for students to remain in the United States legally after
graduation, or to take a leave from classes to launch their own high tech start-ups. We are losing
students trained by the best educational institutions in the United States to countries like France and
Canada where they are invited to work for companies (like the Microsoft expansion in 2007) and create,
new innovative companies due to our immigration policies.
Additionally, we risk losing the financial commitments of companies from around the world, who invest
in American communities like Greater Lafayette. Subaru of Indiana Automotive, Tate and Lyle, Evonik
Corporation, voestalpine Rotec, and others, all find Greater Lafayette a fertile ground to land their
investments and manufacture products to serve the world. These firms employ nearly 9,000 Americans,
and provide a high quality of life for their workforce. Greater Lafayette Commerce supports
immigration reform that supports their long term success and ability to bring their international
executives and experts into the United States to lead their facilities as needed.
We need comprehensive reform that provides graduates of Purdue University the opportunity to stay in
Greater Lafayette, Indiana, and the U.S., and allows our successful International Companies to bring
their executives into the USA as needed, all adding to our economic vitality. We ask that you consider
increasing the number of H1- B visas available.
Greater Lafayette is a growing community with an additional 4,000 people employed in the workforce in
2016 over 2015. We have more people employed and living in our community now than ever, with over
188,000 people living here in 2016. A substantial portion of that growth is coming from the Latino
population. Estimates place our Latino population at 15,000 last year and growing to 20,000 by 2021.

The growth estimate for the Latino population is twice the rate of any other demographic in the
community. Considering that our workforce participation rate is already nearly 70% of working age
adults, and our unemployment is at historic lows, 3.7%, we need more people to move to Greater
Lafayette to fuel our growth. Latino immigrants who want to work and add to our economy are a
critical feature of our future growth and requires that we, as a country, provide a comprehensive path
forward for them.
The United State of America has a deep and rich history of those bravely seeking new opportunity,
safety and freedom. While immigration reform has taken center stage nationally, the impact on
communities every single day is profound. Though not every community faces the same challenges,
each can be aided by sound improvements to the nation’s immigration policy. Greater Lafayette
Commerce supports an immigration plan that includes increased pathways for innovation and
entrepreneurship, investment and job creation in the United States and creating a pathway to
citizenship while securing our borders and keeping Americans safe.

